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[*The observations upon which Part II of this paper are based were made while I was in New York City on a fellowship sponsored by the Joint Committee on Education of the American Securities business. The author wishes to thank J. Margolis, R. Miller and R. Roosa for helpful comments and suggestions.]* |
[*The observations upon which Part II of this paper are based were made while I was in New York City on a fellowship sponsored by the Joint Committee on Education of the American Securities business. The author wishes to thank J. Margolis, R. Miller and R. Roosa for helpful comments and suggestions.]*  
[www.jstor.org/stable/1883812]  
[Abstract: Introduction, 171--II. Two recent institutional changes, 173; the federal funds market, 173; the financing of government bond houses: sale and repurchase agreements with non-financial corporations, 176--III. Implications of these changes for monetary policy, 181--IV. Implications of the expectation that institutions will change, 185.]* |
| 13 | **FOLDER:** “To N.Y., Text Material” [typed and hand-written notes and sections of approx. 32 unidentified chapters and articles] [c. 1958?, 1959?]:  
- Commercial Loan and Open Market Operations by the Monetary Systems [Typed and handwritten]  
- II. Effect of the Asset dealt in… [Handwritten]  
- Notes on “Uncertainty and Risk”, etc.  
- Notes on “Economic Units and Their Balance Sheet Attributes”. [Handwritten]  
- The C.E.D. (Schultz-Stein) Effect. [Handwritten]  
- Ownership of Demand Deposits (January of each year). c. 1959. [Typed]  
- Page 2. “Definition: Money is that which is generally accepted within an economy or by a group within an economy in payment of debts or in exchange for goods and services…” [Typed]  
- The Analysis of Inflation. [Handwritten]  
- The Effect of Banks Lending and Investing. [Handwritten]  
- A Program for Research in Financial Relations. [Handwritten]  
- Banking. Aspects of. Feb 20th. [Handwritten] |
Government Debt Rate. (Tables)
A Program for Research in Financial Relations. [Handwritten]
The Interrelated Set of Books that is an aspect of an economy. (Sept. 18) [Handwritten]
As was stated earlier, the precious metals (gold and silver) are not used…banker money in any principal countries of the world… [Handwritten]
The Significance of Money. [Handwritten]
II. The Fundamental Theorem of Commercial Banking. [Typed and handwritten]
The Interrelated Set of Books that is one aspect of an economy. [Handwritten]
Because Money is a Medium of Exchange… [Typed and handwritten]
The Significance of Money. [Handwritten]
The Making of Losses in their current… [Handwritten]
The Nature of Money. [Handwritten]
Chapter I. Fundamentals. [Handwritten]
Textbook on Money and Banking. [Handwritten]
Chapter I. Introduction. The abstraction that is money… [Handwritten]
The United States is a ‘demand deposit’ using country… [Handwritten]
Chapter I. The abstraction that is money… [Handwritten]
Chapter II. The purpose of monetary analysis is to achieve an understanding of how the behavior of a free economy depends upon the nature of its monetary system… [Handwritten]
Economic Policy: General Principles. Book II.
Monetary Theory.

**_FOLDER:** Hyman P. Minsky (Prof., Dept. of Economics, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.). *The Poverty of Economic Policy.* [Paper] delivered at the Graduate Institute of Cooperative Leadership, July 14, 1975. [5 copies]

**_FOLDER:** Hyman P. Minsky (Prof. of Economics, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo). *The Financial Instability Hypothesis and Recent Business Cycle Experience.* Prepared for FRB of Minnesota, Nov. 7, 1975. [1 original typed on tissue paper (33 pages). 3 photocopies (33 pages)]

[“*Earlier versions of this paper were read at the Western Social Science Assoc. meeting in Denver, Co., April 1978; and in Southampton, England, and London, England, July 1978.*”]

[Document Abstract Number (A216.27)]


FOLDER: Allessandro Vercelli (Instituto di Economia, Facolta di Scienze Economiche e Bancarie, Siena, Italy). *Technological Flexibility, Financial Fragility, and the Recent Revival of Schumpeterian Entrepreneurship*. Aug. 6, 1986. [“The author gratefully acknowledges financial support by C.N.R. and by the Italian Ministry of Education. Although there are some overlappings between this paper and a companion paper (Vercelli, 1986), particularly in paragraphs 2 and 3, they should be considered as complimentary. This paper focuses on the interrelations among technological uncertainty, technological flexibility and financial fragility, while the other one sketches - from the same point of view - a critical reappraisal of the Schumpeterian theory of entrepreneurship…”] [4 copies, 1 copy of First Draft 9.5.1985 (29 pages), 1 copy (8 pages)]


FOLDER: “Money” Handwritten notes by H.P. Minsky on various economic subjects. (Undated):

[Note by Bruce MacMillan 1/3/08: Taun Toay reviewed folder on 3/1/2004 and added a sheet of summary notes inside folder.]

-Handwritten pages: Subject - “Three Levels of Income Models” “Forecasting and Analysis with an Economic Model”


11 - Handwritten pages: Notes on Meiselman/Friedman Hypothesis

6 - Handwritten pages: Notes on Mozes Abramovitz, “Testimony at Employment Growth & Price Level Hearings”, April 7-10, 19??

6 - Handwritten pages: Notes on “The Brown Talk - four part model”


4 - Handwritten pages: “Static Model - Endogenous Finance”

2 - Handwritten pages: Subject - Household Portfolio Choices and the Adjustment Process (?)

7 - Handwritten pages: Subject - The Quantity Theory of Money. The Demand for Money

FOLDER: (Untitled) Handwritten notes and typed pages by H.P. Minsky. (Undated).

[Note by Bruce MacMillan 1/3/08: Taun Toay reviewed folder on 3/1/2004 and added a sheet of summary notes inside folder.]


5 Preface [21 June 1992]


20 Chapter A-II: Afterthoughts on the 1930s. [June 28, 1992].

12 Chapter A-III: Creating and Buying Money. [20 March (6 April) 1992].

60 Chapter A-IV: Debt Vulnerabilities. [7 June 1992].

26 Chapter A-V: Economic Fluctuations and Episodes of Stagnation. [7 July 1992].


[Note by Bruce MacMillan 7.31.08: Sources cited:]

[Note By Bruce MacMillan 7.31.08: Sources cited:  

[Note By Bruce MacMillan 7.31.08: Sources cited:  

Chapter I: Introduction
Chapter II: Bonanza
Chapter III: Animal Spirits
Chapter V: Conclusions  
[Note By Bruce MacMillan 7.31.08: Document is hand-written in pencil and pen on lined paper. No footnotes or citations.]

Attached note: “This material was prepared in collaboration with Prof. G.H. Borts for use in an undergraduate aggregate theory course at Brown University.”  
[Note By Bruce MacMillan 7.31.08: Prof. Minsky was Assistant/Assoc. Prof. of Economics at Brown University from 1949-1957.]

[Note By Bruce MacMillan 3.13.09: This document was originally housed in Box 28: Correspondence: (Box 1of 5): 1954 - 1967, Folder: 1965: Other Letters (Folder 1 of 4)]

**FOLDER:**  
[Hyman P. Minsky, Chairman. Institute of Business and Economic Research, University of California, Berkeley 1964-1965]
Sections of publication written by Hyman P. Minsky:

Overview, pp. 1-23.


